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Significant events to report:

Actions implemented in order top revent/limit COVID-19 spread

BULLETIN
Concidering :
-

The Public Sanitary System and the Romanian Government instructions, valid at national
level, regarding the measures that need to be taken in order to limit the COVID-19 spread
- ASF Press Bulletin no. 1805/13.03.2020
1. ARGUS SA, with headquarters in Constanta, Industriala Street no. 1, Constanta County,
with VAT RO1872644, Trade Register Number J13/550/1991, informs the shareholders that
the company’s activity is taking place under normal conditions and until the present report it
wasn’t affected by the COVI-19 evolution spread.
2. The actions implememented in the company in order to prevent/limit the COVID spread and
to minimize the effects for the company’s activity:
- Concidering the current situation generated by the Covid-19 pandemic and the
Emergency Situation declared by the Romanian State, the company’s management
constituted a Crisis Committee that analysed the current situation and established a
plan of measures accordingly with the recommendations and instructions received
from the authorized state institutions in order top revent and minimize the
contamination risk with Covid-19 amongst its employees.
- At the Plan of Measures an Implementation Program was added at company level by
drafting an applicable training plan, for all the proffesional categories from the company.

-

Its a permanent monitorization to insure that the measures taken are respected and also new
prevention measures may be taken, in order to achieve the objectives.

3. During 12 – 16.03.2020 the first urgent measures recommended by the authorized
institutions were implememented, from which we mention:
- Necessary materials and equipment in order to limit the Covid-19 spread were given to the
employees.
- Movement of the employees between departments (exceptions only for emergency
interventions at installations and machinerys, and only under the coordination and
supervision of the department Heads that all hygiene conditions and anti-contamination
protectio, established at the company’s level, are respected).
- We have recommended to our raw materials and materials supliers, state or private
legal entities that relate with our company that the interactions should be, as it is
possible, indirectly (by mail, fax or phone).
- In order to ensure the continuity of the production, to prevent possible dificulties in
the supply process with raw materials and materials specific to our line of production,
the executive management decided to supply this on stock. The stock must ensure the
necessay until the end of June 2020.
Argus SA will be in contact and will collaborate will all the state institutes that
reglementate, legislates and coordinates the actions taken at national level in order to
diminuate Covid-19 spread.
We ensure all of our shareholders that we’ll monitor that all measures we have
taken will be respected and that we will improve this action plan top revent and
minimize the risk of Covid-19 contamination, depending on the future evolution of teh
virus. We also guarantee to our shareholders and our customers (refined and bottled
sunflower oil) that the quality of our products isn’t affected by Covid-19.
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